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learning
processes.
To successfully complete their coursework
learning processes.
To successfully
complete
theirdeadlines,
coursework
and
manage multiple
tasks and
chiland
manage
tasks
andstay
deadlines,
chil
dren,
even multiple
young ones,
must
organized
and
Learning Process Components
dren,
young
ones,
must
organized
Learning Process Components
planeven
their
work.
Both
of stay
these
learningand
protheirhave
work.multiple
Both ofcomponents.
these learning
pro
In a typical elementary school day, children plan
cesses
OrganizaIn arepeatedly
typical elementary
school
day, children
are
told to “pay
attention,”
“be orga- cesses
tionalhave
skillsmultiple
include components.
systematicallyOrganiza
managing
arenized,”
repeatedly
tolddistractions,”
to “pay attention,"
“be orga
skills actions,
include time,
systematically
managing
“ignore
“plan their
tasks,” tional
materials,
and thoughts
or memnized,"
"ignore
distractions,"
“plan their
tasks,"
actions,Epstein,
tune, and
thoughts
or mem
and “keep
working
until finished.”
There
is an materials,
ory (Langberg,
Becker,
Girio-Herrera,
Epstein,
Becker,involves
Girio-Herrera,
and
“keep working
untilthat
finished."
There
is an ory& (Langberg,
implicit
assumption
children
understand
Vaughn, 2012).
Planning
goal setimplicit
assumption
that children
understandthe & ting,
Vaughn,
2012). Planning
goal set
what these
commands
mean. However,
formulating
a checklistinvolves
of sequenced
tasks
what
these processes
commands
mean.forHowever,
the ting,
fonnulating
a checklist
sequenced
tasks
learning
needed
understanding
necessary
to achieve
a goal,ofand
executing
each
learning
processes
for understanding
to achieve
a goal,
and executing
each &
them are
far from needed
simple. Paying
attention, for necessary
task until
the goal
is achieved
(Gardner
them are far from simple. Paying attention, for task until the goal is achieved (Gardner &
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Rogoff, 1990; Luciana, Collins, Olson, &

tiracial. Most parents (84%) earned at least bach-

Rogoff,
Collins,monitoring,
Olson, &reSchissel,1990;
2009).Luciana,
It also requires
Schissel,
2009).and
It also
requires steps
monitoring,
re to
evaluating,
updating
needed
evaluating,
and (McCormack
updating steps
needed2011).
to
achieve a goal
& Atance,
achieve
a goal
(McConnack
& Atance,
2011).
Little is
known
about children’s
understanding
Little
is known
about children's understanding
of these
processes.
of these
Thisprocesses.
study investigated elementary school–age
This studyknowledge
investigatedofelementary
school-age
children’s
paying attention,
ignorchildren's
knowledge
of paying
ignor
ing distractions,
persisting
on attention,
tasks, being
orgaingnized,
distractions,
persisting
being orga
and planning.
We on
hadtasks,
the following
three
nized,
and planning.
research
questions:We had the following three
research questions:

tiracial.
parents
earned
at least
bach
elors’ Most
degrees
(7%(84%)
associate
degree,
4%
some
elors'
degrees (7% associate degree,
4%4%
some
college–vocational–technical
school,
high
college-vocational-technical
4% high
school degree, ⬍1% less thanschool,
high school).
school degree, <1% less than high school).

Procedure
Procedure

Research assistants administered the ChilResearch
assistantsofadministered
the Chil
dren’s
Knowledge
How They Learn
Quesdren's
Knowledge
of How
Team
tionnaire,
developed
by theThey
authors,
andQues
then a
tionnaire,
developed
by Interviews
the authors,were
and recorded
then a
picture memory
task.
picture
memory
task.
Interviews
were
recorded
and transcribed.
and transcribed.

Research Question 1 (RQ1): How many Measures
Research
1 (RQ1): How
many Measures
learning Question
process components
do children
learning
components
do children
mentionprocess
when asked
to give their
own defChildren’s learning processes. The Chilmention
asked
to give processes?
their own def
Children’s
learning
The Chil
initionswhen
of these
learning
dren’s
Knowledge
of processes.
How They Learn
Quesinitions of these learning processes?
dren's
Knowledge
of How They
Teamchildren’s
Ques
tionnaire
was developed
to assess
Research Question 2 (RQ2): Does the tionnaire was developed to assess children's
understanding of the five important learning
Research
Question
2 (RQ2):
Does
the
number of
components
children
mention
understanding
of the five
important
learning
processes previously
discussed.
Children
were
number
components children mention
vary byofgrade?
processes
previously
discussed.
Children
were
asked
questions
about
their
knowledge
of
learnvary by grade?
questions and
about
their
knowledge
of learn
Research Question 3 (RQ3): Does the asked
ing processes
how
they
gained such
knowlResearch
Question
3 (RQ3):
Does
the ingedge.
processes
and how to
they
knowl
number of
components
children
mention
Most relevant
thisgained
study,such
children
were
number
components
Most
relevant
to this study,
children
predictoftheir
scores onchildren
a picturemention
memory edge.
asked
these
two questions:
“What
does itwere
mean
predict
these
two questions:
"What doesetc.)?”
it mean
task? their scores on a picture memory asked
to pay
attention
(ignore distractions,
and
task?
to “What
pay attention
distractions,
etc.)?"
and
do you(ignore
do to help
yourself pay
attention
We hypothesized that mentioning a greater “What
do distractions,
you do to help
yourself
attention
(ignore
etc.)?”
We pay
piloted
the inWe
hypothesized
thatprocess
mentioning
a greater
number
of learning
components
would (ignore
distractions,
etc.)?" We
the group
in
terview
with two children
frompiloted
each age
number
of learning
components would terview
positively
predict process
picture recall.
with
two
children
from
each
age
group
(first–second, third–fourth, and fifth–sixth grades).
positively predict picture recall.
(first-second,
third-fourth,
and fifth-sixth
grades).
Research assistants
engaged
in cognitive
interResearch
assistants
engaged
in
cognitive
inter
viewing
to
assess
whether
children
understood
Method
viewing
to assess
whether
understood
what was
being asked.
Allchildren
pilot children
underMethod
what
was
being
asked.
All
pilot
children
underrestood the questions and provided codable
Participants
stood
the questions and provided codable re
sponses.
Participants
Picture memory. The picture recall task
We interviewed 166 children (54% boys) at- sponses.
Picture
memory.
The picture
recall
We interviewed
children
(54%
boys) at in had
pictures
of animals,
vehicles,
and task
foods
tending
a summer166
day
camp at
a university
had
pictures
of
animals,
vehicles,
and
foods
tending
a
suimner
day
camp
at
a
university
in
Baltimore, Maryland. Children were entering (five items per category; Coyle & Bjorklund,
items
per category;
Coyle
& Bjorklund,
Baltimore,
Maryland.
Children
were
1997).
Research
assistants
showed
children the
first through
sixth grades
in the
fall.entering
Recruit- (five
Research
assistants
showed
the
first
through
sixth during
grades three
in theconsecutive
fall. Recruit
picture
cards one
by one
in thechildren
same order,
ment
took place
sum- 1997).
one by
the same
order,
ment
took
place during
three
consecutive
sum
sayingcards
the name
of one
eachinpicture.
Cards
were
mers,
although
children
participated
only
once picture
the randomly
name of each
Cards were
mers,
although
children
onlysummer.
once saying
arranged
on thepicture.
table. Children
were
if they
attended
camp participated
more than one
if No
theyother
attended
campcriteria
more were
than one
told, randomly on the table. Children were
exclusion
used.summer.
The three arranged
Nowaves
other of
exclusion
criteria
used.significantly
The three told,
participants
didwere
not differ
Here are 15 picture cards. You will have three minutes
waves
of participants
didgrade,
not differ
significantly
on gender,
ethnicity,
or parents’
highest
to are
memorize
these
pictures.
After
Here
15 picture
cards.
You will
havethree
threeminutes
minutesare
onlevel
gender,
ethnicity, grade,
or parents'
highest
of education.
Therefore,
their data
were
to over,
memorize
pictures.
Afterand
three
areme
I will these
take the
cards away
askminutes
you to tell
level
of education.
Therefore,
data were
as many
thethe
pictures
as youand
canask
remember.
You
over,
I will of
take
cards away
you to tell
mecan
combined
in all analyses.
Wetheir
categorized
chilas many
of the you
pictures
can
do anything
wantastoyou
helpcan
youremember.
rememberYou
(including
combined
all analyses.
We for
categorized
dren intointhree
grade groups
analyses chil
(Sobel
do moving
anythingcards).
you want to help you remember (including
dren
three grade
groups
for were
analyses
& into
Letourneau,
2015).
There
72 (Sobel
first and
moving cards).
& second
Letoumeau,
2015).
There
were
72
first
and
graders (M ⫽ 6.85 years, SD ⫽ 0.57), 51 After 3 min or when children said they were
3 min
or when children
they
were
second
(Mgraders
= 6.85 (M
years,
SI) =years,
0.57),SD
51 ⫽ After
third graders
and fourth
⫽ 8.88
ready,
the interviewer
took thesaid
cards
away
and
third
andand
fourth
graders
= graders
8.88 years,
SI)10.71
= ready,
interviewer
took
the of
cards
and as
0.61),
43 fifth
and(M
sixth
(M ⫽
said, the
“Please
name as
many
theaway
pictures
0.61),
and
andFifty-five
sixth graders
(M of
= the
10.71
name as many
of the
picturesscores
as
years,
SD43⫽fifth
0.56).
percent
chil- said,
you"Please
can remember.”
Picture
memory
cantheremember."
memory
scores
years,
= White,
0.56). Fifty-five
percent of the
chil you
drenSD
were
22% Black–African
American,
were
total numberPicture
of correctly
recalled
picdren
White,
22% Black-African
American,
the total number of correctly recalled pic
7%were
Asian,
3% another
race– ethnicity,
10% mul- were
tures.
7% Asian, 3% another race-ethnicity, 10% mul

tures.
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Coding of Open-Ended Responses
Coding of Open-Ended Responses

We focused on learning processes that teachWeand
focused
on psychologists
learning processes
teach as
ers
school
often that
implicate
erskey
andreasons
school for
psychologists
often implicate
as &
school difficulties
(Dawson
key
reasons
for school
difficulties
(Dawson
&
Guare,
2010;
Meltzer,
2010). We
examined
Guare,
2010;
Meltzer,
2010).
We
examined
children’s responses in our study and searched
children's
responses
in ouron
study
and searched
the academic
literature
metacognition
and
theexecutive
academicfunction
literature
on metacognition
to find
components ofand
each
executive
find components
of each
learning function
process to
commonly
mentioned
in relearning
process
commonly
mentioned
in Using
re
searchers’ definitions of these processes.
searchers'
dehnitions
of these processes.
Using
a grounded
theory approach,
we reviewed
chila grounded
theory approach,
we reviewed
chil
dren’s responses
to find examples
consistent
dren's
to in
find
with responses
those found
theexamples
literature consistent
(Strauss &
with
those
found
in
the
literature
(Strauss
Corbin, 1997). Components included
in the& fiCorbin,
1997).scheme
Components
included
in literature
the fi
nal coding
were found
in the
naland
coding
were
the literature
werescheme
reflected
in found
at leastin one
child’s reand
were Scores
rehected
one child's
re
sponse.
(0 in
⫽ at
notleast
mentioned,
1 ⫽ mensponse.
Scores
(0
=
not
mentioned,
1
=
men
tioned) for each component were summed to
tioned)
each scores.
component were suimned to
create for
process
create
process scores.
Interrater
reliability for open-ended reInterrater
re
sponses
wasreliability
establishedforby open-ended
having two raters
sponses
was
established
by
having
two
raters
independently code 25% of the responses for
independently
25%Interrater
of the responses
each learningcode
process.
reliabilityfor
was
each
learning
process.
Interrater
reliability
tested
for each
component
using
Cohen’swas
kaptested
for eachofcomponent
kapacpa. Kappas
at least .60using
wereCohen's
considered
pa.ceptable
Kappas (Cohen,
of at least
.60
were
considered
1960; McHugh, 2012). ac
Final
ceptable
1960;.71
McHugh,
Final
kappas (Cohen,
ranged from
to 1.00. 2012).
The questionkappas
.71 to 1.00.
Thepicture
question
naire,ranged
coding from
procedures,
and the
memnaire,
coding
the picture
mem
ory task
are procedures,
available in and
the online
supplemental
orymaterials.
task are available in the online supplemental
materials.

Word Count

Word Count

metacognitive inventories and learning tasks
metacognitive
inventories
andfirst
learning
tasks
(Carr & Jessup,
1997), we
examined
dif(Carr
& Jessup,
examined
dif
ferences
in word1997),
countwe
(ourfirst
proxy
for language)
ferences
in word
count scores
(our proxy
language)
and picture
memory
to seefor
whether
grade
and
picture
memory
scores
to
see
whether
grade
and gender should be included as covariates.
and
gender analyses
should beof included
covariates.
One-way
variance as
showed
signifiOne-way
analyses in
ofword
variance
cant differences
countshowed
across signifi
the three
cant
differences
in almost
word count
the process
three
grade
groups on
everyacross
learning
grade
groups(pon
learning
process
definition
⬍ ahnost
.05), asevery
well as
the overall
word
dehnition
< definitions,
.05), as wellF(2,
as the
overall
word
count for(pall
158)
⫽ 9.39,
p⬍
count
all dehnitions,
F(2, generally
158) = 9.39,
p<
.001.for
First–second
graders
had signif.001.
First-second
graders
generally
signif
icantly
lower word
counts
than didhad
third–fourth
icantly
lower word
counts who
than did
did third-fourth
and fifth–sixth
graders,
not differ sigand
fifth-sixth
graders,
who Specifically
did not differ
nificantly
from
each other.
forsigovernihcantly
from
each
other.
Specifically
for
over
all word count for all definitions, first–second
allgraders
word count
all dehnitions,
hrst-second
(M ⫽for
165.51,
SD ⫽ 134.50)
had siggraders
(M =lower
165.51,
= 134.50)
significantly
wordSDcounts
than had
did third–
nihcantly
lower
word counts
than did
thirdfourth (M
⫽ 281.42,
SD ⫽ 188.01;
p⬍
.001),
fourth
= 281.42,
SD =(M
188.01;
p < .001),
and (M
fifth–sixth
graders
⫽ 258.21,
SD ⫽
and
hfth-sixth
graderswho
(Mdid
= not
258.21,
=
144.97;
p ⫽ .002),
differSD
signifi144.97;
p
=
.002),
who
did
not
differ
signihcantly from each other (p ⫽ .479). Accordingly,
cantly
from each other
(p = count
.479). Accordingly,
we controlled
for word
in all analyses
weexamining
controlledgrade
for word
in all There
analyses
group count
differences.
were
examining
gradedifferences
group differences.
Thereof
were
no significant
in the number
comnoponents
signihcant
differences
the number
of com
mentioned
in in
girls’
and boys’
definiponents
mentioned
in
girls'
and
boys'
dehni
tions of learning processes (p ⬎ .05). However,
tions
learning
processes
> .05).
However,
girlsof(M
⫽ 11.99,
SD ⫽(p2.48)
scored
signifigirls
(M higher
= 11.99,
2.48)
signihcantly
thanSD
did=boys
(Mscored
⫽ 10.68,
SD ⫽
cantly
than
did boys
(M = task,
10.68,t(161)
SD = ⫽
2.78)higher
on the
picture
memory
2.78)
picture
memory we
task,controlled
((161) =for
3.14,onp the
⫽ .002.
Therefore,
3.14,
p
=
.002.
Therefore,
we
controlled
for
gender in all analyses that included picture
gender
in all analyses that included picture
memory.
memory.

We controlled for developmental differences Children’s Definitions of Learning
Wechildren’s
controlled
for developmental
in
language
skills in twodifferences
ways. First, Children’s
ProcessesDefinitions of Learning
in we
children's
skills
two ways. First,
gave thelanguage
same credit
toin
linguistically
simple Processes
weand
gavemore
the same
creditresponses.
to linguistically
simplerecomplex
If children
To address RQ1, we analyzed children’s defand
more complex
responses.
If children
sponded
“focusing,”
they would
receiverethe initions
To address
RQ1,
analyzed
children's
of the
fivewelearning
processes
to def
detersponded
"focusing,"
they would
receive
the initions of the five learning processes to deter
same code
as did children
who said
“concenmine how many components were mentioned
same
codeonasthedidperson
children
said "concen
trating
youwho
are paying
attention mine
how process.
many components
mentioned
for each
All childrenwere
mentioned
at least
trating
on
the
person
you
are
paying
to.” Second, we controlled for the attention
number of forone
eachcomponent
process. Allfor
children
mentioned
at92%
least of
paying
attention,
to."
Second,
controlledresponses
for the number
of one component for paying attention, 92% of
words
used we
in children’s
in statistical
children
mentioned
at
least
one
component
for
words
used in
children's
responses
statistical in
analyses
(see
the word
count in
procedure
children
mentioned
at least
one
component
for
ignoring
distractions,
69%
mentioned
at
least
analyses
the word &
count
procedure
in
Metzger,(see
Sonnenschein,
Galindo,
2019). This
ignoring
distractions,
mentioned
at least
one component
for 69%
persisting
on tasks,
92%
Metzger,
Sonnenschein,
&
Galindo,
2019).
This
helped disambiguate response length from re- one component for persisting on tasks, 92%
mentioned
at
least
one
component
for
organizhelped
disambiguate
response length from re
sponse
content.
mentioned
at least
one component
for component
organiz
ing, and 82%
mentioned
at least one
sponse content.
ing,
82% mentioned
at least
forand
planning.
Fewer than
10%one
ofcomponent
the children
Results
formentioned
planning. all
Fewer
10% of the
of thethan
components
for children
any of the
Results
mentioned
all
of
the
components
for
any
of
the
processes.
Children’s
awareness
of
the
process
Preliminary Analyses
processes.
Children's
of the
process
Preliminary Analyses
components
varied awareness
widely; some
components
variedbywidely;
components
were mentioned
as manysome
as 80%
of children,
Given that girls and children with more ad- components
Given that
girls and
children
adon were
mentioned
by
as
many
as
80%
of children,
vanced
language
skills
often with
scoremore
higher
and others as few as 2%.
vanced language skills often score higher on

and others as few as 2%.
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For paying attention, children were scored on components mentioned for each process by
For payingof
attention,
were
scored
on components
process
awareness
“alerting,children
orienting,
and
maintaingrade group,mentioned
controllingfor
for each
word count
for by
each
awareness
of “alerting,
and maintain
group,
controlling
for wordDue
count
each
ing attention”.
There orienting,
were no grade-related
dif- grade
of the
five learning
processes.
to for
violations
ingferences
attention".
There
were noofgrade-related
thethe
hvehomogeneity
learning processes.
Due in
to violations
in the
percentage
children whodif
men- ofof
of variance
three of the
ferences
the components.
percentage ofDefinitions
children who
men offive
the learning
homogeneity
of variance
in three
of the
tioned in
these
of ignoring
processes
(attention,
ignoring
dislearningand
processes
(attention,
dis
tioned
these components.
Dehnitions
of ignoring
distractions
were scored
for “ignoring
task- hve
tractions,
organization),
weignoring
used generaldistractions
were scored“executing
for “ignoring
task- tractions,
and modeling
organization),
we used
general
irrelevant responses,”
goal-directed
ized linear
to analyze
group
differlinear
modelingin to
analyze
irrelevant
responses,"
“executing goal-directed
responses,”
and “manipulating
the environ- ized
ences.
Differences
sample
size group
across differ
analyses
responses,"
and there
“manipulating
the environ
in sampleinsize
analyses
ment.” Again,
were no grade-related
dif- ences.
wereDifferences
due to differences
theacross
number
of chilment."
Again,
therecomponents.
were no grade-related
to provided
differences
in the responses
number offor
chil
ferences
in these
Persistencedif
def- were
drendue
who
codable
each
ferences
these scored
components.
Persistenceondef
who provided
codable
responsesdifferences
for each
initionsin were
for “reflecting
task dren
process.
There were
significant
initions
were scored
for “rehecting
on making
task process.
Theregroups
were for
signihcant
requirements,”
“overcoming
obstacles,”
across grade
number ofdifferences
components
requirements,"
“overcoming
obstacles,"
grade groups
of components
efforts to increase
“motivation,”
and making
“continu- across
mentioned
for twoforofnumber
the learning
processes:
efforts
“motivation,"
and “continu
forWald’s
two of2the
ance.”toAincrease
higher percentage
of fifth–sixth
grad- mentioned
(2, Nlearning
⫽ 155) processes:
⫽ 9.21, p ⫽
organizing,
ance."
A higher percentage
hfth-sixth
grad organizing,
x2(2,
N = 155)
p =⫽
ers mentioned
trying to of
increase
motivation
.010, and Wald's
planning,
Wald’s
2(2,=N9.21,
⫽ 142)
ersthan
mentioned
trying
to
increase
motivation
.010,
and
planning,
Wald's
x2(2,
did first–second or third–fourth graders. 25.52, p ⬍ .001 (see Table 1). N = 142) =
than
did hrst-second
or third-fourth
graders.
Organization
was scored
for “managing
mate- 25.52, p < .001 (see Table 1).
Organization
was scored
for“managing
“managing actions,”
mate
Children’s Knowledge of Learning
rials,” “managing
time,”
Learning
rials,"
“managing thoughts.”
time," “managing
and “managing
A higher actions,"
percentage Children’s
ProcessesKnowledge
and PictureofMemory
and
“managing
thoughts."
A
higher
percentage
Processes
and
Picture
Memory
of third–fourth graders mentioned managing Performance
ofmaterials
third-fourth
managing
(e.g.,graders
keeping mentioned
desks and folders
orga- Performance
materials
(e.g.,did
keeping
desks and
foldersPlanning
orga
To determine whether the number of componized) than
first–second
graders.
nized)
thancomponents
did hrst-second
graders.
Planning
To detennine
thepredicted
number of
compo
children whether
mentioned
their
picture
included
of “goal
setting,”
“execut- nents
included
components
of “goal
children
mentioned
picture
memory
scores
(RQ3), predicted
we used their
separate
ordiing sequenced
actions,”
and setting,"
“updating“execut
the steps nents
ingneeded
sequenced
actions," and
“updating
steps a memory
scores
(RQ3),
we regressions
used separate
nary least
squares
(OLS)
withordi
numto accomplish
tasks.”
For goalthesetting,
needed
accomplishoftasks."
For goal
setting,
a nary
squares (OLS)
regressions
withlearning
num
berleast
of components
mentioned
for each
highertopercentage
fifth–sixth
graders
showed
higher
percentage
of hfth-sixth
graders
showed berprocess
of components
for eachscores,
learning
predictingmentioned
picture memory
conawareness
than did
first–second
or third–fourth
awareness
or third-fourth
predicting
scores,
con
trolling
for gradepicture
group, memory
gender, and
the respecgraders, than
who did
alsohrst-second
differed significantly
from process
graders,
who For
alsoexecuting
differed sequenced
signihcantly
from a trolling
for grade
and
the respec
tive word
countgroup,
for thatgender,
learning
process.
Ignoreach other.
actions,
each
other.
For executing
sequenced
actions,
a tive
count for(␤that
process.
Ignor
ingword
distractions
⫽ learning
.157), t(146)
⫽ 2.27,
p⫽
higher
percentage
of fifth–sixth
graders
showed
higher
percentage
of hfth-sixth
graders
showed ing.025,
distractions
((3 =F(4,
.157),
= 2.27,
=
R2 ⫽ .379;
146)7(146)
⫽ 22.26,
p ⬍p.001;
awareness
than did
first–second
graders.
awareness
than did
hrst-second
graders.
R2 = .379;(␤F(4,
146) =t(148)
22.26,⫽p 2.85,
< .001;
organization
⫽ .192),
p ⫽
To address
RQ2,
we conducted
analyses of .025,
To address comparing
RQ2, we conducted
= F(4,
.192),148)
7(148)
= 2.85,
=
.005, R2 ⫽ ((3
covariance
the meananalyses
numberofof organization
.410;
⫽ 25.76,
p ⬍p .001;
covariance comparing the mean number of .005, R2 = .410; F(4, 148) = 25.76, p < .001;
Table 1
Table
1
Grade-Related
Differences in Children’s Awareness of Learning Processes

Grade-Related Differences in Children’s Awareness of Learning Processes
Learning processes
All grades
First–second
Third–fourth
Fifth–sixth
Learning
processes
All(Ngrades
First-second
Third-fourth
Fifth-sixth
(no. components)
⫽ 166)
graders (n ⫽ 72)
graders (n ⫽ 51)
graders
(n ⫽ 43)
(no. components)
(N = 166)
graders (n = 72)
graders (n = 51)
graders (n = 43)
Paying attention (3)
1.73 (0.60)
1.69 (0.66)
1.74 (0.57)
1.79 (0.52)
Paying
attention
(3)
1.73
(0.60)
1.69
(0.66)
1.74
(0.57)
1.79
(0.52)
Ignoring
distractions
(3)
1.17
(0.59)
1.00
(0.49)
1.32
(0.59)
1.27
(0.67)
Ignoring
distractions
(3)
1.17
(0.59)
1.00
(0.49)
1.32
(0.59)
1.27
(0.67)
Persistence
(4)
0.81
(0.64)
0.76
(0.53)
0.79
(0.64)
0.90
(0.78)
Persistence
(4) (4)
0.81
(0.64)
0.76
(0.53)
0.79
(0.64)
0.90
(0.78)
Organization
1.14
(0.56)ⴱⴱ
0.95
(0.48)ⴱⴱb,c
1.30
(0.65)ⴱⴱa
1.26
(0.49)ⴱⴱa
ⴱⴱⴱ
ⴱⴱⴱb,c
ⴱⴱⴱa,c
Organization
(4) (3)
1.14(0.56)**
0.95
(0.48)**b'c
1.30
(0.65)**a
1.26
(0.49)*
*a ⴱⴱⴱa,b
Planning steps
1.21 (0.76)
0.86
(0.72)
1.25
(0.73)
1.64
(0.62)
Planning steps (3)
1.21 (0.76)***
0.86 (0.72)***b'c
1.25 (0.73)***a'c
1.64 (0.62)***ab
Note. There were significant differences across grade groups for number of components mentioned for organization,
Wald’s
2(2,were
N ⫽significant
155) ⫽ 9.21,
p ⫽ .010,across
and planning
steps, Wald’s
2(2, of
N⫽
142) ⫽ 25.52,
p ⬍ .001.
organization,
Note.
There
differences
grade groups
for number
components
mentioned
forFor
organization,
Wald’s
x2(2> N graders
= 155) =
9.21, p =significantly
.010, and planning
steps, Wald’sthan
x2(2>
= 142) = 25.52,
p <(p.001.
For organization,
first–second
mentioned
fewer components
didN third–fourth
graders
⫽ .005)
and fifth–sixth
graders (p graders
⫽ .026),mentioned
who were significantly
not significantly
different
from each
⫽ .626). For
planning
first–second
graders
first-second
fewer
components
thanother
did (p
third-fourth
graders
(p =steps,
.005)
and fifth-sixth
graders
(p = .026),
who were
not components
significantlythan
different
from each other
(p =(p.626).
Forand
planning
steps,graders
first-second
graders
mentioned
significantly
fewer
did third–fourth
graders
⫽ .044)
fifth–sixth
(p ⬍ .001),
who
also weresignificantly
significantly
different
from each
(p ⫽ .003). graders
Superscripts
significant
differences
significantly
mentioned
fewer
components
thanother
did third-fourth
(p = denote
.044) and
fifth-sixth
graders (p(a<⫽.001),
who
alsodifferent
were significantly
different
from each
(p = .003).
Superscripts
denote significant
(a = significantly
from first–second
graders;
b ⫽ other
significantly
different
from third–fourth
graders; differences
c ⫽ significantly
different from
fifth–sixth
The graders;
numbersbin=the
table are the
averagefrom
number
of learning
process
and the
different
fromgraders).
first-second
significantly
different
third-fourth
graders;
c =components
significantlymentioned
different from
fifth-sixth
numbers in the table are the average number of learning process components mentioned and the
standardgraders).
deviationThe
in parentheses.
ⴱⴱ
p ⱕdeviation
.01. ⴱⴱⴱin
p⬍
.001.
standard
parentheses.
**p < .01. ***p < .001.
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and planning (␤ ⫽ .170), t(137) ⫽ 2.21, p ⫽

noring distractions, persisting on tasks, organiz-

distractions,
on tasks,
organiz
and
plannina
((3 = F(4,
.170),
1(137)
= 2.21,
= noring
.029,
R2 ⫽ .408;
137)
⫽ 23.56,
p ⬍p .001,
ing, and
planning.persisting
We identified
common
comand planning.
identihed
coimnon
com of
.029,
R2 = .408;predicted
F(4, 137)picture
= 23.56,
p < .001,
significantly
memory
scores ing,
ponents
of eachWe
process
through
a review
significantly
predicted
picture memory
of each
process through
a review
of
when considered
separately.
Attentionscores
(␤ ⫽ ponents
empirical
and theoretical
literature
and coded
when
considered
Attention
= empirical
and
theoretical
literature
and
coded
⫺.095),
t(153) ⫽separately.
⫺1.46, p ⫽
.147, R2 ((3
⫽ .379;
children’s responses for evidence of those com-.095),
1(153)
—1.46,
p =
.147,
R2persistence
= .379; children's
com
F(4, 153)
⫽=
23.33,
p⬍
.001,
and
ponents.responses
Although for
theevidence
majority of
of those
the children,
F(4,
153)
= 23.33,
.001,
persistence
Although
the demonstrated
majority of the
children,
(␤ ⫽
.056),
t(135) p⫽ <
0.75,
p ⫽and
.456,
R2 ⫽ .385; ponents.
even the
youngest,
some
knowl((3F(4,
= .056),
= 0.75,p
= .456,
= .385;
theofyoungest,
demonstrated
some
knowl
135)1(135)
⫽ 21.11,
p ⬍ .001,
didR2not
signifi- even
edge
these processes,
few were
aware
of all
F(4,
135)predict
= 21.11,
p < memory
.001, didscores.
not signifi
these processes,
few werethe
aware
of all of
cantly
picture
For all edge
the ofcomponents.
In addition,
number
cantly
predict grade
pictureand
memory
For for
all a thecomponents
components.
In addition,
the innumber
of
regressions,
genderscores.
accounted
children
mentioned
their definiregressions,
gender accounted
forword
a components
childrendistractions,
mentioned inorganizing,
their dehni
significant grade
amountand
of variance.
Respective
tions of ignoring
and
significant
of ignoring
distractions,
organizing,
and
count didamount
not. of variance. Respective word tions
planning
predicted
their scores
on a picture
countWe
didthen
not. conducted an OLS regression to planning
their
scores
on asupport
picturefor
memorypredicted
task. These
results
provide
We thenthe
conducted
an OLS regression
to memory
task. These
results provideknowledge
support forfor
examine
unique contribution
of each learnthe importance
of metacognitive
examine
the unique
contribution
each Because
learn thetask
importance
of metacognitive
knowledge
for
ing process
to picture
memory of
scores.
performance
and highlight
the potential
ingthe
process
picture
memory
scores.within
Because
perfonnance
and
highlight
thedevelopment
potential
numbertoof
possible
components
each task
need
for additional
support
for the
thelearning
numberprocess
of possible
components
within each
for additional
support for knowledge.
the development
differed,
we standardized
these need
of children’s
metacognitive
learning
process
standardized
these
metacognitive
knowledge.
variables
usingdiffered,
Z scores.weWe
included the
stan- of children's
Consistent
with previous
studies, we found
variables
Z scores.
We included
the stanfor developmental
Consistent withdifferences
previous studies,
we found
dardizedusing
number
of components
mentioned
in children’s
metadardized
components
mentioned
for developmental
differences
in children's
meta
each ofnumber
the five of
learning
processes
as predictors.
cognitive knowledge
of learning
processes
(Soeach
of the
hve learning
predictors.
learningYounger
processeschildren
(So
Grade
group,
gender, processes
and total as
word
count for cognitive
bel & knowledge
Letourneau,of2015).
Grade
group, gender,
and total word
count
for belmentioned
& Letoumeau,
2015). Younger
children of
all definitions
were covariates.
Number
of commore observable
components
allponents
dehnitions
were covariates.
Number of com
more observable
of
mentioned
for organization
signifi- mentioned
learning processes
and fewercomponents
abstract compoponents
for organization
processes
andwhen
fewer
abstract
compo
cantly mentioned
positively predicted
children’ssignih
picture learning
nents. For
example,
asked
to define
orgacantly
positively
predicted
For example,
when asked
to dehne
orga
memory
scores above
and children's
beyond the picture
variance nents.
nization,
many mentioned
managing
materials,
memory
scores
beyond
the variance
mentioned
managing materials,
accounted
forabove
by theand
other
learning
processes nization,
but fewmany
mentioned
the management
of time or
accounted
fort(112)
by the⫽other
few mentioned
the was
management
of timeattenor
(␤ ⫽ .150),
2.06, learning
p ⫽ .042.processes
Number of butthoughts.
The same
true for paying
((3components
= .150), 1(112)
= 2.06, p for
= .042.
Number
of thoughts.
The children,
same waseven
true the
for paying
atten
mentioned
paying
attention
tion. Most
youngest,
mencomponents
mentioned
for payipmi
attention
Most
thethe
youngest,
men
(␤ ⫽ ⫺.133),
t(112) ⫽ ⫺1.90,
⫽ .060;
ignor- tion.
tioned
thechildren,
need to even
look at
teacher (orient((3ing
= -.133),
1(112)
p = T060;
ignor
lookless
at the
teacher
distractions
(␤ =
⫽ -1.90,
.119), t(112)
⫽ 1.63,
p ⫽ tioned
ing), the
but need
they to
were
aware
of the(orient
need to
ing.106;
distractions
((3 =
1(112)t(112)
= 1.63,
p = ing),
but theyready
were oneself
less aware
of theinformation
need to
persistence
(␤ .119),
⫽ ⫺.020),
⫽ ⫺0.26,
cognitively
to receive
.106;
= -.020),
1(112)
= t(112)
-0.26, ⫽ cognitively
to receive
infonnation
p ⫽persistence
.794; and ((3
planning
(␤ ⫽
.148),
(alerting).ready
One oneself
explanation
for the
differences
p 1.89,
= .794;
and.061,
planning
.148), 1(112)
= (alerting).
One awareness
explanationoffor
differencesinp ⫽
were((3not= significant
unique
in children’s
thethe
components
1.89,
p = .061,
not(␤signihcant
unique ⫽ in volved
children's
awareness
of the components
predictors.
Gradewere
group
⫽ .449), t(112)
in learning
processes
is that someinare
predictors.
group
((3 =
1(112)
= ⫽ volved
is Paying
that some
are
5.80, p ⬍Grade
.001, and
gender
(␤ .449),
⫽ .235),
t(112)
easierintolearning
observe processes
than others.
attention
observeprocess
than others.
Paying
attention
5.80,
p<p .001,
and gender
((3 = for
.235),
= easier
3.29,
⫽ .001,
accounted
a 1(112)
significant
(the to
learning
for which
children
menlearning
process
for whichincludes
childrenmore
menbe3.29,
p =of.001,
accounted
for memory
a signihcant
amount
variance
in picture
scores, (the
tioned
the most
components)
amount
of variance
in not
picture
memory
scores, ⫽ tioned
the most
components)
includes
and word
count did
(␤ ⫽
.012), t(112)
havioral
components
that are
easilymore
seenbe
and
and
word
count
didOverall,
not ((3 the
= .012),
= havioral
components
are easily
seen(Fisher
and
0.51,
p ⫽
.880.
model1(112)
accounted
recognized
than do that
the other
processes
0.51,
= .880.
Overall,
the in
model
accounted
thanPosner
do the&other
processes
for p48%
of the
variance
picture
memory recognized
et al., 2014;
Rothbart,
2007).(Fisher
Persistforscores
48% (R
of2 the
variance
in
picture
memory
et
al.,
2014;
Posner
&
Rothbart,
2007).
Persist
⫽ .479), F(8, 112) ⫽ 12.89, p ⬍ ing on tasks and planning require more
cogniscores
= .479), F(8,
112) =
12.89, pexam< ingtive
on components,
tasks and planning
more
cogni
.001. (R2
Supplemental
analyses,
including
whichrequire
are less
observable
.001.
exam
components,
which
less observable
plesSupplemental
of children’s analyses,
definitionsincluding
of learning
pro- tive
(Gardner
& Rogoff,
1990;are
Luciana
et al., 2009).
ples
of children's
dehnitions
of who
learning
pro (Gardner
& may
Rogoff,
1990;varying
Luciana
et al.,of2009).
cesses,
proportions
of children
mentioned
Adults
provide
levels
support
cesses,
proportions
children components,
who mentioned
Adults
provide varying
levelslearning
of support
specific
learningofprocess
and for
the may
development
of different
prospecihc
learning
process components,
andthe forcesses
the development
of different
learning
pro
grade-related
differences,
are available in
and components.
Parents
and teachers
grade-related
differences,
are available in the cesses
components.
online supplemental
materials.
often and
scaffold
children’sParents
thinkingand
andteachers
behavior
online supplemental materials.
often
scaffoldcomments
children'sorthinking
and behavior
by making
asking questions
about
bywhat
making
asking questions
theycoimnents
are doing or
(Winsler,
1998). Forabout
examDiscussion
what
are doing
(Winsler,
1998).
exam
Discussion
ple,they
if children
look
away from
theFor
chalkboard
if children
look
away might
from the
chalkboard
The present study used open-ended inter- ple,
during
class, the
teacher
correct
them and
The present
study used
open-ended
inter during
class,
teacherismight
correct
them
and
views
to investigate
elementary
school–age
explain
thatthe
looking
part of
paying
attention.
explain
that
looking
is
part
of
paying
attention.
views
to
investigate
elementary
school-age
children’s knowledge of paying attention, ig- Through this type of exchange, children may
children's knowledge of paying attention, ig Through this type of exchange, children may
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become aware of the components of paying

evant metacognitive strategies that could be

become
aware
of the the
components
of paying to
attention
and develop
relevant vocabulary
attention
relevant&vocabulary
to
explainand
thedevelop
processthe
(Dawson
Guare, 2010;
explain
the1998).
process
& Guare, 2010;
Winsler,
In (Dawson
contrast, persistence,
organiWinsler,
In contrast,
persistence,
organiare
zation, 1998).
and planning
are skills
that children
zation,
skills that
are
often and
not planning
expected are
to master
untilchildren
late elemenoften
expected
to master
late elemen
tarynot
school
(Friedman
et until
al., 2014;
Jozsa &
tary
school2014),
(Friedman
et al.,may
2014;
Jozsa
& to
Morgan,
so teachers
be less
likely
Morgan,
2014),
teachers may be less likely to
comment
uponsothese.
comment
upon these.
To investigate
the relation between metacogTo investigate
the relation
betweentask
metacog
nitive
knowledge
and learning
perfornitive
knowledge
learning task
perfor
mance,
we testedand
associations
between
chilmance,
tested associations
chil
dren’s we
knowledge
of learningbetween
processes
and
dren's
learning
processes
their knowledge
scores on aofpicture
memory
task. and
Chiltheir
scores
on a picture
memory uniquely
task. Chil
dren’s
knowledge
of organization
predren's
knowledge
of organization
pre
dicted
their picture
memory taskuniquely
scores, controldicted
theirknowledge
picture memory
scores,
control It
ling for
of othertask
learning
processes.
ling
learningof
processes.
It
is for
notknowledge
surprising of
thatother
knowledge
organization
is was
not surprising
that knowledge
of organization
most strongly
associated with
performance
was
most sorting
stronglyand
associated
perfonnance
because
clusteringwith
(organization
stratbecause
andperformance
clustering (organization
egies) sorting
enhance
on similarstrat
tasks
egies)
enhance
perfonnance
similar
tasks
(Coyle
& Bjorklund,
1997). on
When
the associa(Coyle
& Bjorklund,
1997).of When
the associa
tions between
knowledge
each learning
process
tions
of each
learning
process
andbetween
picture knowledge
memory scores
were
examined
sepaand
picture
memory about
scoresignoring
were examined
sepaorrately,
knowledge
distractions,
rately,
knowledge
about ignoring
distractions,
orasganization,
and planning
were all
significantly
ganization,
and planning
were all signihcantly as
sociated with
performance.
sociated
withtogether,
perfonnance.
Taken
these results suggest that
Taken together,
these
resultsto suggest
children
may need
support
develop that
their
children
mayofneed
support
to develop
knowledge
learning
processes.
Flavell their
(1979)
knowledge
of learning
processes.
(1979) to
posited that
giving children
theFlavell
opportunity
posited
that giving children
theand
opportunity
to
use metacognitive
strategies
helping them
useunderstand
metacognitive
strategiesinvolved
and helping
them
the processes
in executing
understand
the processes
involvedwould
in executing
them (declarative
knowledge)
increase
them
(declarativeabilities.
knowledge)
would
increasehas
metacognitive
Indeed,
research
metacognitive
abilities.whose
Indeed,
research school
has
shown that children
elementary
shown
thatfrequently
children whose
elementary
school
teachers
talk about
memory and
stratteachers
frequently
about use
memory
and strat
egies display
bettertalk
strategy
and memory
peregies
display better
strategy
use and memory
per
formance
(Ornstein,
Grammer,
& Coffman,
fonnance
(Omstein,
Grammer,
2010). Although
teachers’
ability&to Coffman,
scaffold the
2010).
Althoughofteachers'
ability
to scaffoldknowlthe
development
children’s
metacognitive
development
of explored
children'sfor
metacognitive
knowl
edge was not
the learning processes
edge
wascurrent
not explored
the learning
in the
study, itfor
is reasonable
to processes
assume that
in similar
the current
study,may
it is reasonable
to develop
assume that
strategies
help children
metasimilar
strategies
may help
develop
meta
cognitive
knowledge
of children
these key
learning
procognitive
cesses. knowledge of these key learning pro
cesses.
Researchers have generally agreed that chilResearchers
generally
agreed that
chil
dren
should have
receive
contextualized
instruction
dren
should receive components
contextualized
on metacognitive
and instruction
strategy use
onthroughout
metacognitive
and rather
strategythan
use in
theircomponents
daily routines,
throughout
their daily
routines, ratherLawson,
than in &
specific classes
(Askell-Williams,
specihc
classes2012).
(Askell-Williams,
Lawson, &
Skrzypiec,
Classroom interventions,
Skrzypiec,
2012).
Classroom
which involve
setting
goals andinterventions,
discussing relwhich involve setting goals and discussing rel

evant
strategies
thatbeen
could
be
usedmetacognitive
to reach learning
goals, have
successused
learningchildren’s
goals, havestrategy
been success
ful toinreach
improving
use and
fulacademic
in improving
children's
strategytasks
use (Meltand
achievement
on related
academic
achievement
on related
tasks Webb,
(Melt &
zer, 2010;
Villares, Frain,
Brigman,
zer,
2010; 2012).
Villares,
Frain,
Brigman,
Peluso,
Given
evidence
that Webb,
children& as
Peluso,
Given evidence
young2012).
as preschool
are awarethat
of children
learning as
proyoung
preschool&are
aware of
learning
pro et
cessesas (Geurten
Willems,
2016;
Kreutzer
cesses
(Geurten
Willems,
2016;2015),
Kreutzer
et
al., 1975;
Sobel& &
Letourneau,
children
al.,may
1975;
Sobel
& Letoumeau,
2015),
children
benefit
from
these programs,
even
in early
may
benefit from
these programs, even in early
elementary
school.
elementary
school.
Dignath,
Buettner, and Langfeldt (2008) conDignath,a Buettner,
and Langfeldt
(2008) con
ducted
meta-analysis
of metacognitive
and
ducted
a meta-analysis
metacognitive
and
self-regulatory
trainingofprograms
for elemenself-regulatory
trainingThey
programs
for elemen
tary school students.
found that
classroom
tary
school students.
They found
that classroom
programs
that combined
instruction
on cogniprograms
that combined
on strategies
cogni
tive, metacognitive,
andinstruction
motivational
tive,
and motivational
hadmetacognitive,
the greatest effects.
Embedding strategies
metacognihad
thequestions
greatest in
effects.
Embedding
metacogni
tive
children’s
classwork
on what it
tive
questions
children'sforclasswork
what
it
means
to payinattention,
example,on
may
be one
means
for example,
be one to
way to
topay
helpattention,
them reflect
on whatmay
it means
way
to helpthese
themlearning
rehect on
what it means
to
execute
processes.
Consistent
execute
thesefindings,
learningit processes.
Consistent
with these
may also be
helpful to
with
these
findings,
it may alsoreasons
be helpful
to
assist
children
in identifying
why proassist
children
in identifying
reasons
pro
cesses
are important
and why
they why
should
pay
cesses
are important
attention
in class. and why they should pay
attention
class. has examined how parents can
Littleinresearch
Little research
has examined
how parents
can
foster
metacognitive
knowledge
of learning
foster
metacognitive
of learninghas
processes;
that whichknowledge
has been conducted
processes;
that which
been conducted
has
focused primarily
on has
metamemory
(Carr, Kurtz,
focused
primarily
on metamemory
Kurtz,
Schneider,
Turner,
& Borkowski,(Carr,
1989).
HowSchneider,
Turner,
Borkowski,
1989).
Flowever, research
has& suggested
that
parents
may
ever,
research
has suggested
that parents
may
scaffold
children’s
development
of metacogniscaffold
children's development
metacogni
tive knowledge
and skills byofguiding
them
tive
knowledge
and
skills by and
guiding
themthe
through
learning
experiences
fostering
through
learningofexperiences
and fostering
the &
development
relevant vocabulary
(Dawson
development
of relevant
(Dawson &
Guare, 2010;
Winsler,vocabulary
1998).
Guare,
1998).
The2010;
threeWinsler,
main limitations
of the current
The three
limitations
of thereports,
currentits
study
are itsmain
reliance
on children’s
study
are its reliance
on and
children's
its
cross-sectional
design,
its use reports,
of one learncross-sectional
design, language
and its use
of one
ing task. Children’s
skills
are learn
still deingveloping
task. Children's
language
skills school,
are stillwhich
de
during early
elementary
veloping
during
elementary
whichremay limit
the early
sophistication
of school,
their verbal
may
limit the
sophistication
of their verbal
re
sponses.
However,
young children
can express
sponses.
Flowever, young
children
can express
their perceptions
of learning
processes
and actheir
perceptions
learning processes
and ac
tivities
(Sobel &ofLetourneau,
2015). Children’s
tivities
& Letoumeau,
2015). Children's
ability(Sobel
to report
their knowledge
of learning
ability
to report
theirbeknowledge
learning
processes
may also
restricted byoflower
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